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Lockable Shop Desks
OPEN SHOP DESKS

8CFK6—14-ga. steel riser with compart-
ments. Free standing desk w/ lockable drawer. 
Includes a bottom shelf for extra storage or 
as a footrest. Fully progressive ball bearing 
suspension. Shipped partially assembled. 

1W907—Steel sloping top is 43"H at front. 
Features single level riser and  bottom 
shelf. 5° sloped writing surface. Shipped 
unassembled.

4TX91—Steel desk features a dual riser, 
leg levelers, and legs with rolled edges for 
strength and rigidity. Sloping top is 42 1⁄2"H at 
front. Open desk has lower shelf for footrest 
or extra storage space. 6° sloped writing 
surface. Shipped unassembled.

CABINET SHOP DESKS

422W92—Angled steel writing surface has a 
storage drawer below with ball bearing glides. 
Rear organizer shelf has multiple organiza-
tional compartments. Cylinder style locks are 
keyed alike. Shipped assembled.

422W97—Welded-on door hinges have a 
secure 3-pt. locking system with padlock 
hasp. Includes adjustable-height shelf 
inside the lower right storage compartment 
and convenient rear organizer shelf. Open 
compartment on lower left has pull-out shelf. 
Angled steel writing surface. Drawer easily 
opens on ball bearing glides and has padlock 
hasp. Shipped assembled.

422W93—Includes adjustable-height shelf 
inside the lower storage compartment, conve-
nient rear organizer shelf, and 5” caster kit (2 
swivel/locking and 2 fixed). Features welded-
on door hinges with a secure 3-pt. locking 
system and angled steel writing surface. 
Drawer opens on ball bearing glides and has 
padlock hasp for locking. Shipped assembled.

422W90—Includes a rear organizer shelf for 
papers and forms and an adjustable-height 
shelf inside the lower storage compartment. 
Welded-on door hinges have a secure 3-pt. 
locking door system and padlock hasp. Angled 
writing surface. Drawer features ball bearing 
glides and padlock hasp. Shipped assembled.

9TCF7—Free standing desk w/ lockable 
drawer and cabinet. Adjustable shelves allow 
you to modify the storage space to fit your 
needs. Bottom cabinet features a 3-pt. locking 
system to secure items. Drawer glides easily 

on fully progressive, ball bearing suspension. 
Shipped partially assembled.

1W908—Cabinet includes "T" handle and 
built-in lock with 2 keys. 32"W x 28"D inside. 
20-ga. steel top; single level riser. 5° sloped 
writing surface. Shipped unassembled.

4TX92—Enclosed lower storage cabinet has 
adjustable lower shelf and 3-pt. locking door. 
18-ga. steel top. 6° sloped writing surface. 
Shipped unassembled.

COMBINATION SHOP DESKS

1PB42—Includes 2 lockable storage drawers 
and 2 lockable file drawers. Recessed-handle 
drawers operate smoothly on ball-bearing 
slides. Level writing surface is 42" above the 
floor.

4W345—Desk includes level writing surface, 
8-compartment dual riser/sorter, box drawer, 
2 double-deep file drawers with knockouts for 
cylinder locks, 1 tray drawer with cylinder lock 
and 2 keys, and lower shelf/footrest. Shipped 
partially assembled.

422W96—Features flat steel writing 
surface with lower drawer storage. Drawers 
are mounted on ball bearing glides. Rear 
organizer shelf has multiple compartments. 
Cylinder style locks are keyed alike. Lower 
foot rest shelf. Shipped unassembled.

WALL-MOUNTED SHOP DESKS

1W952—Adds storage and saves floor space. 
Wall mounting bracket included. 5° sloped 
writing surface. Shipped unassembled.

8CFK7—Mounts to the wall to provide a 
convenient work surface in areas where floor 
space is limited. Lockable drawer glides easily 
on fully progressive ball bearing suspension. 
Shipped partially assembled.

MOBILE SHOP DESK

422X01—Features an angled steel writing 
surface with locking drawer storage below 
and open base design. Drawer mounted on 
ball bearing glides. Includes 4” locking casters 
and a rear organizer above work surface. 
Shipped unassembled.

1PB38—Has a 10° sloped work surface 
with pencil rest and includes 2 lockable 
drawers and 1 lockable storage cabinet with 2 
sections. Center shelf is welded in place. Four 
3" swivel casters. 500-lb. capacity, based on 
evenly distributed loads.

* Height from bottom of bracket to top of desk. † Height from floor to top of work surface.

Overall Dim.
Color Brand

Item
No.W D H

Open Shop Desks
34 1⁄2 in 29 in 53 in Gray Tennsco 8CFK6
34 1⁄2 in 30 in 53 in Gray — 1W907 †

34 in 30 1⁄4 in 55 1⁄2 in Beige — 4TX91
Cabinet Shop Desks

36 in 29 in 54 in Gray Greene Mfg. 422W92
36 in 28 in 54 in Gray Greene Mfg. 422W97
36 in 28 in 54 in Gray Greene Mfg. 422W93
36 in 28 in 54 in Gray Greene Mfg. 422W90

34 1⁄2 in 29 in 53 in Gray Tennsco 9TCF7
34 1⁄2 in 30 in 52 3⁄8 in Gray — 1W908 †

34 in 30 1⁄4 in 53 in Beige — 4TX92

Overall Dim.
Color Brand

Item
No.W D H

Combination Shop Desks
29 in 39 in 52 7⁄8 in Gray Durham Mfg 1PB42
39 in 29 in 56 in Gray — 4W345 †
36 in 31 in 54 in Gray Greene Mfg. 422W96

Wall-Mounted Shop Desks
34 1⁄2 in 30 in 37 1⁄2 in — — 1W952 *
34 1⁄2 in 29 in 17 1⁄2 in — Tennsco 8CFK7

Mobile Shop Desks
24 in 20 in 52 in — Greene Mfg. 422X01
23 in 20 1⁄4 in 48 in Gray Durham Mfg 1PB38
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